
THE YOUNG LIFE OF HAWKS
                       



This four palm trees will be the house of the new family of Kestrel Hawk...

1 - The place
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This palm trees are in the old salt-marshes. in a quiet place with a small path in 5 meters of the nest.
The nest is 8 meters high, the new littles hawks will be safe against all the night animals and the others birds of prey.
The nest is an old palm tree, the summit is hollow of 30 centimeters... The perfect place for a natural nest.

The nest

For the reproduction The first objectif of flight
The second objectif of flight
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The male (grey head), is a perfect hunter, he can bring to the nest a lots of preys in a short time, like «field mouse», «baby bird», «lizard», 
«gecko» and «big Grasshopper»... 
His sight in ultraviolet allows him to see track of urine of field mouses and so being able to localize them.
He sees a prey by 20 meters high
He will feed his female during the long period of incubation. 
He’s never a long time on the nest, he’s always away for hunting.

2 - The male
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The male goes to hunt
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The female (brown head), is very courageous and patient, she 
will stay a long time to cover her eggs...
She’s a good hunter for the little prey like grasshopper.

It’s her who watches the surroundings of her nest, if an intruder 
arrives in his security perimeter (20 meters), she flies away fast, 
or she hides in the nest.

It was very difficult to be accepted by the female, mistress of the 
place. (cover photo, the female is on the nest)

I needed one month to be at 10 meters away from the nest...

Then, i always took the same way to approach and leave the 
place, at the same hours, with always the same clothes (same co-
lors), always with a cap (It is necessary to hide at the most the 
face, because the hawk was hunted for a long time), step by 
step, day after day, to arrive to stand my back against a palm 
tree.....To be able to capture the moments that i give you...

3 - The female
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The female bring a grasshopper to the nest
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The couple, the male is behind with a gecko

4 - The couple, during the incubation
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The male arrive very late (with a grasshopper), the female is not satisfied
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The male gives its prey with a lot of delicacy...
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The male with a new prey...The female had always a look for me
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The female goes out, the male bring a prey to her
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A lizard for the female...
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And a big grasshopper
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6 -The hatching
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The male bring a lot of prey to the nest, this attitude is significant of one or several hatchings...
This period lasts a few weeks so that young birds become healthy and rather strong so that the female also leaves going 
hunting.
The male hunt bigest prey than before, like field mouses and young birds...
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The male hunt bigest prey than before, like field mouses and young birds...
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flight field mouse...
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Young bird
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Field mouse
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Young bird
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7 - The babies are in good shape...
Since a few days, the female leaves the nest fo hunting, during 45 minutes...Proof that the young birds are 
well...
I decide to rise to the palm tree (8 meters), the next day.
I prepare a 5 meter scale and a perch of 2 meters.
I hang on a small camera on the perch, to immortalize the contents of the nest... 
I am so excited to see the photos...

Here are the photos 
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Three hawks?
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27Four hawks?
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8 - The first one

I see you...
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He discover his world
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His first human
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9 - All on the nest?
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They wait for their dad or their mum...For the food
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The father brings something to eat to the young
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10 - Not four but...Five
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The last one
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The last one after few days
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11 -  The life on the nest

The male is hunting
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Since one week, the male 
and the female go hunting all 
day long, i get closer to the 
nest...
This one with a gecko
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This young eat a field mouse
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The leg of the field mouse
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He protects his food
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They wait their parents, a long time, sometimes 
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Normally they eat each a prey, alternately... But both there are inseparable
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They develop their wings, in front of the impressed last one
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They learn to control winds...
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They develop their wings
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This one is ready, he looks at the left palm tree, and...

12 - The first flights
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Flies away for the first time.
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You are a hawk now...
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The second is ready 
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Go to the palm tree
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A second new hawk
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The mom has just seen the first flights, she was next to the nest
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She leaves congratulating her youngs, in the palm tree (at 3 meters)
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Are you ready? Are you sure?
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Oooooh...
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The third new hawk...
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It is the moment to go to find my brothers and my sisters
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GO //
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The fourth new hawk
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13 - The last one
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Four hawks fly every day in palm trees around the nest
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They fly better and better....
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The last one want to fly, but is not so strong. Then he works his wings like his brothers...
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He looks forward to flying, he gets excited... 
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And nervous...
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One of his brothers came to comfort him
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And...
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Fly at 3 meters
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In the palm tree
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The last one looks for a long time his first objective
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A vey long time...
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And one day, by means of patience and of work...
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He flies away...First flight
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He’s not so strong to go to his objective. He’s on the smallest. This palm tree is especially less high than the nest //
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Return to the nest...Seconf flight
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He misses the nest, of course
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But he arrives to go to the nest
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Poor boy, you’re not ready
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Then he works hard
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Every day
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During this time, the 
brothers are in the 
palm tree at 20 
meters... They wait 
their dad to lunch.
They wait in the 
shade, whereas the 
last one is often right 
in the sun.
In some times, they 
can fly rather far, their 
next destination will be 
pines in 30 meters, 
They will learn to hunt 
alone. Their parents 
will continue to bring 
preys.
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This one got a grasshopper
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This one waits
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This one (female) waits too
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A grasshopper for this one...
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Sometimes a brother came to overshadow the last one
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the love in the look
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Fast delivery of preys
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A grasshoper for the last one
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He’s full of energy now and ready for the flight and...Go
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So beautiful moment...
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Good boy...He made a enor-
mous second flight, he’s at  
15 meters of the nest, in a 
pine, 
I am at 3 meters of him.
This is the fifth hawk
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Return to the nest and ready for the next adventure
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They are all in the pines.So that they recognizes me, I always make the same whistling, when I am at the approach of pines...
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I see them going hunting for the first time, a few meters away from me
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And sometimes catch a small prey
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It’s a cicada
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Now, their territory of hunting is much bigger than before
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14 - Conclusion

The last one...
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This adventure lasted 3 months... Few hours by day and 
30000 captures.                                           I’m really happy 
to share this with you.                                It was brilliant to 
see evolving this bird                                 day by day.            
I remain surprised to                                   have been accep-
ted by all this beautiful                                family. As soon 
as I see a hawk, i remember me this unique experience 
and I remain to contemplate her flight. 

                            June, July and August 2011. 
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